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My invention relates to-new and iusefuliiim 
movements in duck hunters’ rdragsgannbject of 
my invention being to provide a. device of the 
character herewitlriin described whereby. shot 
ducksand the like falling into water ?canibere- ;' 
trieved from an adjoining, piece-of land without 
the necessity for boats :or excessive wading. 
A further object ‘of my invention is towprovi‘de 

a device ‘of the character herewithin ‘described 
which is capable of being launched ‘by ,handtand 
retrieved for further ‘use. 

‘A still further object :of invention. is. to 
provide a device of the character herewithin de 
scribed which is capable of being directed while 
floating. on the ‘water in order to engage the 
shot bird. . 

Another object of my invention is to provide 
a device of the character herewithin described 
which is readily carried, simple in operation, ‘and 
otherwise well suited to ‘the purpose for which 
it is ‘designed. , ~ . 

With the foregoing objects in view, and :such 
other objects and advantages as will become 
apparent to those skilled :in the art to which this 
invention relates as this speci?cation proceeds, 
my invention consists essentially in the ~arrange~ 
mentgand construction of parts :such as will here 
inafter be described, reference being had to the 
accompanying. drawings in which: i , 

Figure l is a top plan view of my ‘device in the 
launching or folded position. _ 
Figure 2’ is a perspective view of {my device in 

the floating or open position. 
Figure »3 is a perspective fragmentary view of 

one end of the wing-bar showing an alternative 
means for opening vsame. . 

In the. drawings like characters of reference 
indicate corresponding parts in ‘the different 
?gures. - , 

During the hunting season many birds after 
beingshotfallinto-bodies of water nearby,.neces 
sitating either extensive wading or the~=use-of 1a 
boat in order to recover same. Due to the nature 
of the terrain normally associated with duck 
hunting and the like it is [extremely difficult to 
obtain boating facilities and wading is restricted 
considerably as often the depth of the water in 
creases ‘rapidly upon leaving ‘the shore line. 
Consequently many birds are i'lo's't, during the 

season which is a matter of aggravation to the 
majority of hunters. _The._._present invention re 
lates to means whereby a bird falling in water 
may be recovered from the shore, ‘limitations. as 
to the ‘radius of action of. the‘ device ‘being 
governed by the throwing capacity of the .oper 
ator. 
Proceeding now to describe my invention in 

detail, it will be 'seen upon reference to the ac 
companying drawings that :my device comprises 
a "centre-bar l. of elongated rectangular mon 
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?guration manufactured preferably from. wood 
or hollow metal or plastic possessing ?oatation 
characteristics. The nose ‘end 2 ‘of the centre 
bar '1 is notched as 'at 3 and carries ‘a‘pair of 
wing-bars 4 hingedlyisecuredratithe ends? there 
of one each side of the centreebar :l. by’ means 
of the hinges 6. 
The wing-bars '4, manufactured from similar 

material to the centre-[bar 'I are .also elongated 
rectangular members and are. held normally, in. 
the embodiment depicted in Figures 1 and L2, in 
what I de?ne as spring-spread position or open 
V~formation as clearly shown in Figure ‘2. This 
position is ‘accomplished by ‘means of a coil-type 
spring ‘I secured to the ~wing-bars 4 on the outer 
faces 8' thereof and extending around the nose 
2 of the centre-bar I being positioned within the 
notch. 3 therein. The position of the hinges 2'6 
with relation to the wing-bars 4 causes the ends 
5 thereof to engage with ‘the sides 9 of ‘the 
centre-bar I when said wing-bars are ‘extended, 
the angular relationship of ‘the ‘wing-bars to 
the centre-bar being governed by the inclined 
end faces H] of the wing-bars 4. 
In order that the wing-bars 4 ‘may "be held 

in parallel closed relationship to the centre-bar 
l‘ during carrying and launching, ‘I have pro 
vided allocking means ‘collectively designated aH‘ 
including (a casing "I52 of box ‘formation secured 
to the end ['3 of the centre-‘bar VI. A shot-bolt 
it in the form of a pin engages with :a suitable 
aperture within the end plate l5 o'f'fthe casing 
‘t2 and extends through supporting plate 4115 into 
an open-ended notchior ‘aperture ="l-'|‘-formed1'wi'lth 
in the end [3‘ of the centre-‘bar Fl. A-ccil-spr‘rng 
PH’ surrounding a portion vof» the pin 14 reacts 
between the‘i-nner face “of the fend-plate 1P5 and 
a washer I18 welded ‘to the pin ‘thus effecting Ian 
endwise bias to ‘the pin PM in the direction at 
the notch ll». 

‘Bolt receivers l9, consisting of 'angulated 
brackets, ‘are attached to the outer ends 2-0 of 
the wing-‘bars 4 and are apertured as at 2| to 
receive the operating end ‘22 of the shot-bolt <M. 
Reference ‘to Figure 11 of the accompanying 
drawings will show that when the wing-bars 
are folded parallel ‘to the ‘centre-‘bar l the ‘bolt 
receivers 19 lie within the notched portion [1 
of the ‘centre-bar II, in overlapping relationship, 
the portion 252 of the bolt ill passing ‘through ‘the 
aperture ‘2 l . ' > 

An anchor cord 22 extends from the outer en 
of the shot-bolt l4 and comprises a convenient 
length of cord or line the woppos‘it‘e-endio'f which 
is anchored to ‘the shore or :QtherWise ‘secured 
by theoperator. Inthisrconnection aiheavyduty 
?shing <lineih'as :beenlfoun‘dito :be preferable, some 
hundred. ifeet fbeing .za convenient ilengt-h for 
normal operation. . . ‘ , 
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allel with the centre-bar | and the end 22 of 
the shot-bolt i4 is engaged within the apertures 
2! of the bolt-receivers Hi. In this position it 
will be appreciated that the aforementioned coil 
type spring is under tension exerting an outward 
bias to ‘the"wing—bars 4. When a bird falls into 
the water the operator launches the device in the 
manner of a javelin causing the device to fall 
substantially .beyond the bird and if possible in 
aligmnent therewith. The opposite end of the 
anchoring cord 23, which is held by the operator 
upon the shore, is pulled sharply, the inertia of 
the device, which is ?oating upon the water, en 
abling the shot-bolt Hi to be withdrawn momen 
tarily against the pressure of spring ll’. As soon 
as the portion 22 of the shot-bolt Hi disengages 
with the apertures 2| within the bolt receivers 
Hi, the aforementioned spring ‘I causes the wing 
bars to'take up the position shown in Figure 2 
of the accompanying drawings. 
The device is then pulled slowly towards the 

shore, the bird engaging within the acute angle 
formed between either of the wing-bars and the 
centre-bar, whereupon it may be drawn to shore. 

If the device has landed out of alignment with 
the bird, then by walking to the left or right the 
operator can cause engagement of the bird with 
in aforesaid acute angle. 
Figure 3 of the accompanying drawings shows 

an alternative method of causing the wing-bars 
to take up the open V-formation in which case 
the spring ‘I is not required. A drag-paddle 24 
is secured to the outer ends 20 of the wing-bars 
consisting of a planar paddle inclining outwardly 
from the wing-bar as clearly shown in the draw 
ing. The locking means ll hereinbefore de 
scribed is similar in construction and operation, a 
bolt receiver 25 being provided as in the previous 
embodiment. - 

In operation, the device in launched as herein 
before described, whereupon the shot-bolt i4 is 
withdrawn and the device pulled towards the 
operator. Paddles 24 engage with the water and 
cause the wing-bars 4 to' assume oppositely out 
spread angular relationship with the centre-bar 
l in a similar manner. 
,Since various modi?cations can be made in 
my invention as hereinabove described, and many 
apparently widely di?erent embodiments of same 
made, within the spirit and scope of the claims 
without departing from such spirit and scope, it 
is intended that all matter contained in the ac 
companying speci?cation shall be interpreted as 
illustrative only and not in a limiting sense. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. A hurlable and ?oatable duck-hunters’ drag 

for landing ?oating, shot ducks, comprising in 
..combination a ?oatable centre-bar, a pair of 
?oatable spring-spread wing-bars for the pur 
pose speci?ed, hingedly secured to one end of 
said centre-bar, means for locking said wing 
bars against outward spring-bias to the oppo 
site end of said centre-bar, and an anchor cord 
connected to said locking means for releasing 
said wing-bars from the latter upon pulling the 
same so that said wing-bars assume oppositely 

‘ outspread angular relationships to said centre 
bar. 

' 2. A hurlable and ?oatable duck-hunters’ drag 
for landing ?oating, shot ducks, comprising in 
combination a ?oatable centre-bar, a pair of 
?oatable wing-bars for the purpose speci?ed, 
hingedly secured to one end of said centre-bar, 
drag paddles secured to the outer ends of said 
wing-bars, means forlocking said wing-bars in 
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4 
parallel contiguous relationship with said centre 
bar and on either side thereof, to the opposite 
end of said centre-bar, and an anchor cord con 
nected to said locking means for releasing said 
wing-bars from the latter upon pulling the same 
so that said wing-bars assume oppositely out 
spread angular relationships to said centre-bar. 

3. A hurlable and ?oatable duck-hunters’ drag 
for landing ?oating, shot ducks, comprising in 
combination a ?oatable centre-bar, a pair of 
?oatable wing-bars for the purpose speci?ed, 
‘hingedly secured to one end of said centre-bar, 
a coil-spring connected at its ends to one and 
the other of said wing-bars adjacent the locus 
of hinging, means for. locking said wing-bars 
against outward spring-bias to the opposite end 
of said centre-bar, and an anchor cord connected 
to said locking means for releasing said wing 
bars from the latter upon pulling the same so 
that said wing-bars assume oppositely outspread 
angular relationships to said centre-bar. 

4. A hurlable and ?oatable duck-hunters’ drag 
for landing ?oating, shot ducks, comprising in 
combination a ?oatable centre-bar, a pair of 
?oatable spring-spread wing-bars for the pur 
pose speci?ed, hingedly secured to one end of 
said centre-bar, means for locking said wing-bars 
against outward spring-bias to the opposite end 
of said centre-bar, said locking means consisting 
of a casing onone end of said centre-bar, a 
spring-loaded shot-bolt within said casing, bolt 
receivers on the outer ends of said wing-bars 
projectable into said casing, and an anchor cord 
connected to said locking means for releasing 
said wing-bars from the latter upon pulling the 
same so that said wing-bars assume oppositely 
outspread angular relationships to said centre 
bar. . 

5. A hurlable and ?oatable duck-hunters’ drag 
for landing ?oating, shot ducks, comprising in 
combination a ?oatable centre-bar, a pair of 
?oatable wing-bars for the purpose speci?ed, 
hingedly secured to one end of said centre-bar, 
drag paddles secured to the outer ends of said 
wing-bars, means for locking said wing-bars in 
parallel contiguous relationship with said centre 
bar and on either side thereof, to the opposite 
end of said centre-bar, said locking means con~ 
sisting of a casing on one end of said centre 
bar, a spring-loaded shot-bolt within said cas 
ing, bolt receivers on the outer ends of said 
wing-bars projectable into said casing, and an 
anchor cord connected to said locking means for 
releasing said wing-bars from the latter upon 
pulling the same 'so that said wing-bars assume 
oppositely outspread angular relationships to said 
centre-bar. 
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